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As a specific field or behavior, Social Regulation become one of he hosted 
issues in research field. This is not only Social Regulation embody Public 
Management in micro level, the more deeply reason is that it push Government 
Regulation  developing along with it. View on the practice of China, We are stepping 
on the key time of Social Transforming. This must require Social Regulation make 
alternation toward such kind of transforming. Well, what is the new development of 
western social regulation? Faced on such new trend, where the orientation of Social 
Regulation in China？How to satisfy the requirement?  This article is just view 
western Social Regulation new development as object, analysis and abstract about it 
based on this, so that we can get some ideas for perfecting Regulation management in 
China. 
The whole article is composed by three parts as follows: 
Part one: Historic development of Social regulation in western country. In this 
part, we introduce about the historic development of western social regulation since 
modern times. 
Part Two: The new trend of current western Social Regulation. We made a deep, 
specific and comprehensive analysis and common on the new development of 
regulation tools, models, and so on. 
Part three: The illumination of social regulation in China .Based on former 
analysis, compared tools, models and orient ideas with this new trend,   get some 
suggestions on social regulation more perfectly in China.  
Analysis from the new trend of social regulation practice, it is an innovation of 
analysis scope of this article. Viewing government public management 
behavior-social regulation as object to and be analyzed by blend methods such as 
economic, business management and public management theory, is a research method 
innovation in regulation field. Based on the Analysis and the conclusions of social 
regulation, the idea that “Double Win” in this article is also a new attempting. On the 
question of how to make the western advance experience accommodate with the 
practice of China, It is an issue that worth more deeply research. 
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发展新趋势，主要是指 20 世纪 90 年代以来，在规制思想、模式和工具上的新
变化。 
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